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Taking 
stock...

Industry

Research





Shift to online media 
consumption
Weekly time spent 
with streaming video 
in Q2 2020 was 142.5 
billion minutes, 
an increase of nearly 
75% from the 81.7 billion 
minutes during Q2 2019

By June 2020, 
48% of US adults 
had subscribed 
to at least one 
streaming service.
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Industry



Industry
Remote 
workflows
Working 
from home

Automation
Automating 
workflows

AI dubbing
Harnessing AI 
for dubbing

Continued 
growth
Localization 
industry

Streaming 
wars
Big players 
launching 
their platforms

Non-English 
content
Appetite for non-
English shows 
is on the rise. 



Remote workflows
￮ Working from home 

or going back to the office
￮ AVT method

￮ Subtitling
￮ Dubbing and voice-over



RECORDING 
FROM HOME
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$ 26,200,000,000
Translation and localization industry 

is set to grow up to 10% in 2021
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STREAMING 
WARS





Initiatives to gather talent
and combat talent crunch



AVT Pro Certification?
Establish accreditation 
for AVT professionals
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Automation
Text-to-
speech
Synthetic 
voice-over

Speech-
to-speech
Remote 
interpreting

Automatic 
spotting
Subtitling 
and transcription



AI dubbing
￮ Harnessing AI to synthesise 

speech and video for dubbing

Are viewers able to tell the difference 
between human and AI dubbing?



Which clip was made 
with AI dubbing?

TrueSync
made by

Flawless
www.flawlessai.com



Impact of AI dubbing on AVT
￮ (When) will it take over?
￮ Dialogue writers & adapters
￮ Dubbing actors
￮ Dubbing teachers
￮ Dubbing researchers 

Is AVT community going to miss the boat?



Ethical issues
￮ Fake news & misinformation
￮ Deepfakes



Rise of non-English content
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Rise of non-English content
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Non-English content
￮ Growth of English dubbing
￮ Pivot English templates in subtitling 
￮ Other language combinations 

without English as pivot
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Does Seoul National University
have a major in document forgery?





English translator explains
why he changed SNU to Oxford
Was there a reason you went 
with Oxford rather than Harvard?
￮ I think Bong likes England a lot. [...] 

When I was a high school student, 
I applied to Harvard and didn't get in. 
Jokes aside, I think Harvard is too obvious 
a choice. It's more memorable when you 
say Oxford.

https://www.korea.net/NewsFocus/Culture/view?articleId=171974

https://www.korea.net/NewsFocus/Culture/view?articleId=171974


Domestication and hegemony 
of Anglo-American culture
￮ Translating to minimize foreignness
￮ “An ethnocentric reduction 

of the foreign text 
to target-language cultural values”

Lawrence Venuti (1995)
The Translator’s Invisibility: 

A history of translation

Cultural 
appropriation 

in 2021?



English pivot templates
are prone to cultural appropriation

Change 
subtitling 
guidelines 
to promote 
diversity 



Research



Research
Importance 
of research
For society

Quality
of research

Replication
New studies 
needed

Open 
science
Make results 
available

Myths
What do we 
really know vs. 
what we think 
we know?

Non-English 
content
Indirect 
translation



Importance of research 
in COVID times

Save lives
Developing drugs 
to treat COVID-19
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Inform 
public policy
Policies based on 
research evidence



Social distancing



Which mask can better 
protect you from COVID?
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Vaccines
￮ Anti-vaxxers 
￮ Vaccine hesitancy 
￮ Vaccine politics
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Public trust
in research



Research failures...

Predatory 
publishing
Hijacking 
academic journals

Data fabrication
Need for 
transparency 
and open data

Researcher 
bias
Proving what you 
want to prove

Cherry-picking 
results
Choosing only what 
fits your hypothesis

Poor quality
Badly designed 
studies rendering 
meaningless results

Plagiarism
Unauthorised 
copying



Andrew Wakefield 
The Lancet

BAD RESEARCH





Replication crisis
Out of 100 studies 

replicated

Only 36% had 
significant results



Revisit...

￮ what we know 
vs. 
what we think we know



The Eskimo 
have hundreds 
of words for snow?



How about AVT?
Are there any myths?
What do we really know from research?
Is AVT research up to date?



“ Accessibility is a human right?
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Myth 1: AVT preferences?



“ Audio description
is a human right
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Myth 2

Greco, G. M. (2016). On Accessibility as a human right, with 
an application to media accessibility. In A. Matamala & P. 
Orero Clavero (Eds.), Researching Audio Description. New 
Approaches (pp. 11-33). Palgrave Macmillan. 



“ If subtitles are displayed 
at 200 wpm (16.5 cps), 
viewers will spend 80%
reading them
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Myth 3



What’s the source 
of this myth?



Problem 1
￮ Original study (2010)

￮ Intralingual SDH 
￮ dubbing to Shrek
￮ Polish to Polish, Spanish to Spanish, etc.

￮ Deaf, hard of hearing & hearing viewers
￮ No statistics reported, just trends

￮ Overgeneralising results beyond data



Problem 2: 
Impossibility of the formula

Subtitle reading depends on:
￮ Type of content 

(specialised documentary vs. children’s film)
￮ Types of words used in the subtitles 

(length, frequency)
￮ Viewers’ familiarity with subtitles, 

reading ability and hearing status
￮ Visual elements, etc.
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Let’s recap
￮ It is true that some subtitles are too fast 

and viewers are unable to follow them
￮ It is true that the higher the speed of the subtitles, 

the more time viewers will spend looking at them
￮ But is it true that:

16.5 cps → 80%?
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A trend in this dataset, 
not a universally applicable fact



So what’s the best 
reading speed?

And how do we 
know this?
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How to calculate 
reading speed

￮ Researchers calculated 
the reading speed 
in their studies 
in different ways!
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Fresno, N., & Sepielak, K. (2020). 
Subtitling speed in Media 
Accessibility research: some 
methodological considerations. 
Perspectives, 1-17. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/0907676X.20
20.1761841 



SURE Project
￮ Most viewers were able to follow 

subtitles and watch the images 
at the speed of 20 cps

￮ Viewers prefered lower speed 
in the case of content 
in an unfamiliar language

￮ Viewers prefer higher speed
in the case of content in English
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Szarkowska, A., & Gerber-Morón, O. (2018). Viewers can 
keep up with fast subtitles: Evidence from eye movements. 
PLoS ONE, 13(6). https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199331 



Liao et al. study 
(2020)
￮ Subtitle comprehension drops 

when the speed is above 20 cps
￮ Viewers are more likely to skip 

words at the end of the lines 
at higher subtitle speeds
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Liao, S., Yu, L., Reichle, E. D., & Kruger, J.-L. (2020). Using Eye Movements 
to Study the Reading of Subtitles in Video. Scientific Studies of Reading, 
1-19. https://doi.org/10.1080/10888438.2020.1823986 



So what’s the best 
reading speed?

￮ Not higher than 20 cps
￮ Maximum, not optimum
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From crude tools
to powerful 
fine-grained analyses
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COVID-19 
pandemic

No experimental research 
in (eyetracking) labs



Online eyetracking



How can we make 
AVT research better?
Let’s look at vaccine research first



Open access

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmoa2034577



Transparency



Plain 
language 
summary



Over 40,000
participants
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How about 
AVT research?

Where are we 
and where should we be going?



Publish 
open access

6-second rule study 
and many AVT studies
￮ Hidden behind the paywall
￮ No data available 
￮ Impossible to replicate

University of Antwerp Library



Open 
access 
journals 
publishing 
AVT



Plain 
language 
summary
in JAT
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AVT researcher 
education

￮ Statistics
￮ Research designs
￮ Ethics
￮ Open science

LIFE-LONG LEARNING
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Agenda for AVT research 
& academia
Replication
Let’s replicate 
more studies

Open science
Share our 
data for 
transparency

Open access
Make 
our results 
accessible to all 
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Keep learning
Early career 
researchers 
& life-long 
learning

More 
diversity
More 
languages 
& countries

Socially 
relevant
Topics 
important 
for stakeholders



Agenda for AVT 
industry & academia
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Research 
in partnership 
with the academia
What questions need 
to be answered now?

Guidelines 
and industry 
practices
should be based 
on research evidence

Focus 
on quality
How to provide 
the best viewing 
experience



Topics at Languages 
& the Media 2022?
Automation
Harnessing AI 
for tedious 
tasks

Translation
Into English 
and without 
English

Professionalisation
Status, rates, 
rights

AVT 
education
Translators 
and 
researchers

Quality
Prioritised 
over money

Certification
Showcasing 
professional skills



Get in touch!
@ASzarkowska

a.szarkowska@uw.edu.pl
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